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The first thing to consider when discussing how 
data is revolutionizing the future of esports is 
that data itself doesn’t just involve statistics and 
scores. Data is a collection of purely raw and 
unorganized facts, which can be purified and 
structured into information. Not just how a game 
turned out, but also who participated in it, who 
hosted it, the hidden data that isn’t seen on public 
streams and every key data point that creates the 
threshold of skills within the game itself.

There’s a distinction in the data we sell. 

There’s the video stream, a vital tool 
in raising consumer involvement, 
a platform to run advertisements and 
a measure of how big the audience is.

There’s the information itself, which 
comes from the providers and is 
relevant for every third party that 
makes up the various groups of 
data consumers.

Defining data itself is important to anyone 
who works in the esports industry. Data is the 
foundation of products built to enhance the 
engagement of users, as well as any forms of 
monetization for organizers, rights’ holders and 
consumers such as betting companies.

Data is the basis of creating 
value in esports.

Currently, the situation is only half-realized. 
Esports organizations are giving away data 
for free by offering data and streaming to the 
community at large without cost. 

This circumstance itself creates a large public 
platform, which is certainly positive for the 
community. The key focus here is to engage an 
audience that is as broad as possible, gaining 
high numbers of viewership. 

There are now a few cases where a different 
practice is put into place, and that is the 
limitation of data. This means that the access 
to the medium on which the data is available is 
only available to exclusive contracts. 

For example, the streaming platform is decided 
by the highest bidder. This means that the stream 
is only available on the platform of the buyer’s 
choosing, such as Facebook or Youtube, instead 
of being generally available for streaming on 
whatever platform out there.

This practice is much more in line with the 
traditional sports model; by demanding specific 
exclusivity in order to produce profit. This brings 
home what we believe should happen. 

How data is the secret to 
the future of esports1
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Use of data needs to be understood, and correctly 
sold at value. Not just in terms of profit for the data 
consumers, but also in order for the value to flow 
back into the industry itself.  Understanding that 
data also includes sponsorships and marketing 
is key here. We need to learn from the model of 
traditional sports and retain control of the value 
that data brings.

As a data company, Bayes provides and assists 
with whatever we can improve in the industry. 
This means understanding the market needs 
and regional differences and finding avenues 
in which data can help create a stable and fair 
ecosystem, by, for example, using data to prevent 
fraud and match fixing.
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Having control over data and choosing the right partners to 
distribute or enhance your product is the best way to head 

towards profitability.

DISTRIBUTION PROFIT DATA

Best wishes, 
Mark Balch

Mark Balch
Head of Product & Partnerships

Bayes Esports Solutions

Bayes Esports Solutions was established as a joint venture between Sportradar and Bayes Holding, 
former DOJO Madness to combine strong media rights acquisition and sports data expertise from 
Sportradar and sophisticated technical expertise in the world of esports from DOJO Madness. Bayes 
Esports Solutions holds the exclusive worldwide data distribution rights of League of Legends esports 
competitions operated by Riot Games.
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Currently, data is only available partially for and from 
tournaments and games. The distribution is a matter of 
exclusive details and third-party products.

Several data sources have to be integrated from several people 
and systems and formats. This not only costs time and effort, 
but it takes away convenience for the clients and time for 
product innovation.

Top 10 challenges facing 
the industry 2
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What does the industry need? The simple answer is easy and complete access to data. 
But in order to understand why this is the fundamental need for the industry, the current situation 
has to be examined. 

The current situation involves several problem areas.

Challenge 1: 
Uneven Ground

Challenge 2: 
Integrations

Bringing data into a unified format is a challenge for anyone curating esports data.
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It is impossible to represent global statistics, as there is no central 
source for trustworthy, reliable and quality data. 
A simple, representative example would be establishing a CS: GO 
world player ranking. Right now, a simple thing like that is nearly 
impossible to do, as most sources only offer a partial amount of 
data, or incomplete data. A central source does not exist yet.

By not being centrally available or complete, data doesn’t allow 
for the building of good user experience products that depend 
on data surrounding the esports industry. The media industry 
desperately requires a solution to this problem. 

This topic is one that touches every aspect of esports. In 
comparison with traditional sports, the landscape of esports is 
chaotic at best, fractured at worst.
There is no central organization for tournaments, no central 
structure for data. Regional and national structures do not exist 
or represent only a fraction and that contributes to the problem.

The multitude of tournament organizers come with a 
multitude of their own scheduling, data and tournament 
formats. With so many methods and structures, there is a huge 
margin for error and misunderstandings. It makes it difficult for 
everyone, even for the biggest names in the scene, to keep an 
overview and it makes it next to impossible to organize in the 
long term.

But it isn’t just an issue for the organizers and participants. For 
start-up companies, the navigation of a multitude of structures, 
data formats and integrations is further complicated by 
individual contracts. 

Apps developed for and around esports can only use a fracture 
of data, if they’re using official data in the first place. Many 
applications use unofficial sources for data, and those pose a 
huge risk because they are firmly unreliable. Even if there is 
a degree of accuracy, there is no guarantee for the sustained 
availability of data.

Challenge 3: 
Central Sourcing 

Challenge 4: 
Accessibility

Challenge 5: 
Lack of Organization
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So far, live data comes from only two sources; streams and the 
scraping of websites. Streams can provide delayed, inaccurate 
or incomplete data, at varying speeds. Not to mention that 
the acquisition of data in these two methods is expensive and 
unreliable.

The information given by a public stream is limited. Not only 
by the usual one-player-view, but information is also hidden by 
commercial breaks and commentators as well as analyst desks. 
These events aim to improve the experience of the fans, but they 
also complicate the acquisition of data through the stream.

Undocumented APIs are available, and unfortunately, also 
in use. The matter of legality aside, these sources can simply 
disappear or change - posing an entirely malicious risk to 
any business using them. A return of investments or profit 
are difficult to manage under such circumstances.
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Challenge 6: 
Live Data

Challenge 7: 
Limited Data 

Challenge 8: 
Unofficial Data 

DELAYED DATA
Games are shown with a minimum 

of 15 seconds delay, with a usual 
average of around 40 seconds.

UNRELIABLE & 
NO CONSISTENT DATA PIPELINE

Feed pauses when there is a replay or 
game actions cuts to commentators 

or crowd. 

INACCURATE DATA 
Ads that are placed into a broadcast 
hinder the accuracy and delay OCR 

output even more.

VERY LIMITED DATA POINTS
Only what is seen on the screen 

can be collected.

LIMITED COVERAGE
Implementation of other 

parties / APIs needed.

HIGH FINANCIAL RISK 
when working with delayed 
and unreliable data.

HIGH LEGAL RISK
Data is not officially licensed 
and feed can stop from one 
day to another.

HIGH INTEGRATION EFFORT
A lot of time is spent on integration 
instead of developing own products.

HIGH COSTS
Because of many API integrations

The problem of non official data sources:
Data often collected through OCR/Computer Vision from public stream
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Further problems arise with the multitude of data rights 
contracts. Such contracts are only given for a limited time span, 
usually one year, and given exclusively. This means potential 
clients have only a limited selection and may not even be 
aware of all sources.

The situation of exclusive and not public data carries the 
problem of suboptimal monetization of data. Short timings 
for schedule and a varying parade of formats for tournaments, 
simultaneous events, time zones, and unauthorized data usage 
form an insurmountable chaos. 
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Challenge 9: 
Exclusivity

Challenge 10: 
Monetization

This chaotic situation makes long term planning difficult from 
every angle, and for everyone involved. Tournament organizers, 

data users, media and betting companies struggle for 
comprehensive scheduling and data sources. Fans and 

teams have to adjust to an unpredictable event calendar, that 
cannot be guaranteed to be very fan-friendly and engaging.
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Defining the difference of 
esports and traditional sports3
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Esports are, in comparison to traditional sports, 
simply not as well organized. 

In terms of scheduling, there is a large issue that 
makes esports less accessible than traditional 
sports. Scheduling conflicts due to the many 
organizers mean that sponsors and investors 
have to divide the profits, which leads to 
cannibalization within the industry. 

The community around esports also suffers, as 
fan engagement is limited by the organizational 
problems in general. A fan of a certain team, for 
example, cannot be sure of when and where said 
team is competing, simply because a long-term 
schedule that allows for personal adjustments 
such as booking travel and accommodation 
does not and cannot exist under current 
circumstances.

Esports community 
needs a long-term 

schedule
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Why is data so important to esports?
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Reliable data from matches, tournaments and 
players are a prerequisite to making scheduling 
better - for organizers, teams and fans. 

It also allows third parties and media 
companies to make products to inform the 
fans about the sport, and offer involvement 
and organization around a solid schedule, 
much more in line with traditional sports.

Esports do have some glaring differences to 
traditional sports that cannot be ignored. They 
require more explanation, as the events of a 
game are not as apparent as a traditional sport. 
There are frequently ten players, all performing 
within their own high skill set, but the action 

may be difficult to follow and understand. 
Without data, it is nearly impossible to even 
judge a high skill set in esports.

Esports are extremely game-dependent, and 
game-knowledge dependent. And that game 
knowledge is anchored in data.

Data also offers organizers a valuable profit - 
with accurate and reliable data, more time can 
be invested into the possibilities of monetizing 
the data you already have at your disposal, by 
adding statistics, better possibilities for betting 
as well as advertising. Data deals can bring 
organizers great profit.

Hurdles of Data

The costs for an esports match are higher than 
a traditional sports match, simply because there 
are more data points. Esports happen more 
quickly, with multiple events that demand 
data points.

Traditional sports employ manual data curation 
and scouting, which are concepts that esports 
cannot support, because they are too demanding. 
Too fast, too much - and yet, quality data is 
absolutely key.

In combat to this conundrum, esports can offer 
a direct data source from the server. This way, 
quality data becomes available and should 

eliminate the struggle of manually curating data 
and missing events. 

However, that is the ideal case and sadly not 
the current reality of the industry. This paradox 
brings a rattail of problems for various data 
users with it.

Those that acquire data to build apps and 
statistics find the chaos too restricting, and the 
risks too high. Small tournament organizers 
miss valuable opportunities to monetize and 
distribute their data, as well as getting caught 
up in the cycle of unregulated schedules and 
chaos. 

10
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SUPPLY DEMAND
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How can the future of esports data look
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The future of esports must include Standards 
and neutral Marketplaces like BEDEX in order to 

put a stop to the currently existing chaos,... 

says Martin Dachselt, Managing Director of Bayes Esports Solutions.

Esports Data Distribution Scenarios
Bayes Esports Solutions

BEDEX: How the future of esports data could look
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Data extraction, a unified format for easy use, 
centrally provided sources (with fewer contracts), 
are all tools that need to be in place in order to 
connect the many organizers with the many 
potential users and clients and bring some 
structure into the scene.

Tournament organizers should know that their 
data is worth more than they understand. In this 
regard, esports needs to learn from traditional 
sports, in order to build profit out of data.

And not only profit, but community 
engagement is a key factor. Right now, esports 
live on hardcore fans that understand their 
specific sport down to a granular level. They 
make a point out of learning tournament 
formats and game mechanics in order to 
understand high skill gaming.

But it is the casual fan that esports needs to look 
toward engaging as well. The fan that may not 
have the dedicated time and resources to focus 
on their esport like a hardcore fan but would 
still enjoy spending their limited time with their 
favourite esports events. 

CARP enables a stronger esports media presence 
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The Betting Industry cannot sustain on delayed data. Delayed data defeats 
the purpose of the customer experience of any betting client. The competition 
within the industry is built on the concept of speed. With a fast data stream 
you as an operator are ahead of your competitors who might work with 
delayed data and bear a high financial risk, ...
explains Juana Bischoff, Head of Sales at Bayes Esports Solutions.

Who needs accurate 
esports data?4
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The client base is strongly varied, and as such, their needs and requirements for data are diverse. 
There are three broad groups of clients for data in esports, who share some requirements for data, but 
use it for a wide variety of purposes.

Potential client Nr 1: Betting industry

The first group of clients are betting clients. 
They require data of the highest quality. 
Highest quality in data means that the data 
is reliable and accurate, rich in its depth and 
has a speedy delivery. Richness of data can be 
defined by depth and granularity. 

The easiest comparison between a quality data 
stream and a public data stream is as follows; 
a public data stream does not give access to a 

lot of underlying, important information that 
affects the outcome of the games themselves. 
A quality data stream offers accurate data in 
depth, which includes the data usually hidden.

Time is key for the betting industry; speedy 
delivery of high-quality data allows them to 
offer their users the best experience. It is a vital 
cornerstone for the industry, as all customers 
want a good experience.

An option for betting clients that comes with 
a huge risk is the use of public, or the far 
more dire option of illegally obtained data. 
Public data is potentially slow and incomplete, 
whereas illegal data is a huge risk.  If a betting 

operator uses such a stream, the stream could 
disappear at any given moment. Building a 
product on such a data stream is an enormous 
risk. An unreliable source could be here today, 
gone tomorrow. And with it, a client’s product. 
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Potential client Nr 2: Media Companies

The second group of clients are media 
companies that report online and live on esports 
events. Media clients that require esports data 
include a broad number of products, from Google 
and widgets to visual products. The speed of the 
data isn’t necessarily the top priority for these 
clients, but they need reliable, complete and 
accurate information for their live tickers, results 
and standings. 

Media companies have much interest in a 
central and reliable platform which enables 

them creating public products such as match 
calendars, visualizations, heat maps, analytics 
and visualization tools, to name a few. It’s an 
exciting prospect to see the many ideas that 
esports enthusiasts provide. 
A remarkable observation is the dedication 
to making a great and special experience 
for esports fans. Many clients are esports 
fans themselves, and their goal in building 
products is providing a great experience that 
also entertains the user.
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KEY LEARNING
The user experience has to engage the user and 
entertain, while also offering the best and most 
accurate data.

Potential client Nr 3: Rights’ Holders

The third group of clients contains the right 
holders, which means the publishers of the game 
and the tournament organizers. They wish to 
give the esports fan an enjoyable experience 
but give out their data to numerous sources 
in varying degrees. This doesn’t mean that the 
data is public for anyone to use, and it may only 
reside with an exclusive recipient. 

Rights’ holders are interested in the distribution 
and monetization of their data. What helps them 
is bringing their data into a unified format which 
always travels in the same queue and offering a 
simpler integration with a single API. This means 
that valuable time and effort is not wasted on 

integrating various methods of access. 

Indeed, one of the big hurdles in esports data is 
the huge number of API integrations currently 
necessary within the industry. Data comes in 
different formats and through different APIs, 
all of which need to be integrated individually. 
This means that valuable time isn’t spent 
on the product itself but squandered in the 
integration process.

Rights’ holder clients also ask for speedy 
delivery, which must be faster than any public 
stream. Within esports, many things happen 
within seconds.
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CHECKLIST: IS YOUR DATA GOOD ENOUGH

Timely
faster than a public stream

Rich 
including unseen data that influences the 
game’s outcome

Accurate
everything provided is correct

Granular
nothing is missed

Unified
one format you can trust

Simple
Integration with just one API instead of many

Reliable 
directly from the rights holder

Risk-free
data you can build any product you wish on 
and trust it will be there tomorrow

The Bayes esports data report 2020   I   Who needs accurate esports data?  
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A right holder view from ESL: 
Interview with Bernhard Mogk

ESL is the world’s largest esports company. With offices and studios all around the world, it has been 
leading esports innovation on a global scale for nearly two decades by building esports ecosystems. 
ESL is part of MTG, the leading, international digital entertainment group.

Bernhard Mogk, SVP Global Business Development at ESL, reveals industry insights, new market 
trends such as mobile gaming and their strategy on data.
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ESL Pro league Season 10 Finals Odense 2019

Bernhard Mogk
SVP Global Business 
Development, ESL
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What does your brand stand for?

Founded nearly 20 years ago, ESL has been developed into the world’s largest 
esports company leading the industry across the most popular video games 
with numerous online and in-venue competitions. It operates high profile, 
branded international leagues and tournaments such as ESL One, Intel® 
Extreme Masters, ESL Pro League and other top tier stadium-size events, as well 
as the ESL National Championships, grassroots amateur cups and matchmaking 
platforms, defining the path from zero to hero for every player and fan.

What is particularly innovative in your company?

ESL has shaped the history of esports and over the last 20 years, set itself 
on a journey, to build the best matchmaking platforms, esports stages and 
competitions for gamers, creating more opportunities for participation and 
progression than any other sport. ESL has innovated the industry in terms of 
broadcast, production and event experience across the world’s most prestigious 
esports brands and products, stadium events and consistently breaking industry 
records with our game agnostic zero to hero approach.

Which new markets trends play the biggest role for you in 
esports? Why?

We strongly believe in the rise of mobile esports, especially in combination with 
the launch of 5G across all relevant tier 1 markets in 2020+. Mobile esports are 
providing access for the next generation of esports players and fans. Together with 
AT&T for North America and Vodafone for Europe, we launched the ESL Mobile 
Open last year by bringing some of the top mobile games to a truly competitive 
esport format and creating a clear path for amateurs to reach professional play.
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How do you see the effects of the coronavirus on esports?

As one of the few sport and entertainment industries, we are in the privileged 
position to continue. Since this sport in its original form took place purely online, 
we are now returning to our roots a bit. We are seeing record viewership across all 
our main leagues and tournaments. Now it is our job going forward to capitalize 
on the mainstream attention across all demographics that we are receiving and 
continue to develop a sustainable and trusted environment.

On a global level, esports is still a niche. What needs to 
change to make esports mainstream?

I would disagree here, it always depends on what demographics you are looking 
for. For gen Y to Z, esports is already considered mainstream and is responsible for 
a relevant amount of the overall media consumption. Also, the latest viewership 
records across various games in terms of live concurrent viewers and major blue 
chip brands like Mercedes-Benz, Nike and PepsiCo joining the scene suggests 
that esports has already outgrown its niche a while ago.

Why is data so important in esports?

Data serves as the backbone for our community-driven content and innovative 
storytelling, while ensuring the competitive integrity and strengthening the 
overall ecosystem by creating additional revenue streams that will contribute to 
long-term sustainability.
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It is said that the provision of reliable in-game data in real time, exclusive 
contracts and manual data make the broad distribution and development 
of industry standards difficult. Do you share this opinion?

The whole data ecosystem in esports is still in the beginning of its life cycle. Therefore, 
it is important that all relevant stakeholders do a better job at establishing consistent 
industry standards. Especially when it comes to data quality and transparency. ESL 
will  continue to be on the forefront with its initiatives to ensure integrity and fight 
fraudulent activities related to illegal data. 

We have three main cases of how to leverage our game, tournament and player 
data related to our owned and operated products. Across our leagues  and 
tournaments, we have the most engaged audience, and based on data we 
continue to drive broadcast innovation and create more engaging experiences 
for the fans. Furthermore, we continue to protect the integrity of esports 
competitions through fraud detection and real-time monitoring. When it comes 
to monetization, we want to create additional value that will contribute to the 
commercial sustainability of the entire ecosystem.
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What infrastructure is needed for tournament organizers 
and data rights holders to derive value from their data?

The ever-changing nature of games requires high adaptability of data frameworks. 
Therefore, within ESL, we already launched ESL ProDB more than five years ago. It 
is a central and game agnostic data platform which ensures reliable and consistent 
data quality via a standardized API. With ESL ProDB, we can assure broad and 
structured access to live data in the fastest, most secure and accurate way possible. 

Apart f rom monetization, what is most important to 
tournament organizers and data rights holders?
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How does ESL choose its brand partners, what are the 
most important criteria?

Our goal is always to work with the best brands in each category. Many brands 
have realized that younger target groups are hard to reach with their established 
marketing plans. Esports is one of the few catalysts to establish a connection to 
Gen Y, Gen Z and Co. It is especially important for us here that the partners enter 
into an authentic and long-term commitment and subsequently create added 
value for the player and fans. 
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You cooperate with Bayes, which launched BEDEX, the first independent 
esports data marketplace for in-game data. Why? What are you looking for?

Bayes, as the global leader in esports data, was the logical fit as a partner for us 
as they are not only the most experienced, but also the most committed data 
company in the industry. Especially in regards to the ever-increasing volume 
of betting on esports competitions, it is the next logical step in our efforts to 
preserve and promote integrity across all competitions. An independent data 
marketplace, such as BEDEX, can set industry standards and solve the problem 
of a very fragmented esports data landscape. 

20
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A service provider view 
from Shadows Managing Director Benjamin Riewe
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In 2019, the esports industry 
brought in more than $1 Billion in 
revenue. With revenue of that scale, 
it is worth having a look at how 
important data is in the equation. 

Not only was this sum an important milestone 
in the history of esports, but it is also a milestone 
in the market value of data. It has become 
clearer than ever that data is turning into a 
valuable commodity.

The esports landscape is scattered with different 
data formats and levels of granularity. This 
means that although data exists in plentiful 
supply, there are varying levels of quality and 
consistency within data, and it cannot be said 
that all data is the same. 

Data can be provided in different formats, with 
different degrees of delay (timeliness) and 
different levels of information contained. From 
surface level to richness, the scope of data is 
wide and can serve different needs, but it is 
not always provided in a manner that suits the 
needs of the consumer looking to purchase and 
use it.

This puts a huge overhead on anyone who 
wants to work with more than one data source, 
i.e. different games. The types of data are not set 
into firm formats or patterns. That means that 
data fully depends on what the provider offers, 
and the differences may be bound to a certain 
type of data source. One game does not provide 
the same data as another. Different nuances of 
data are relevant for different sources.

I am convinced that, going forward, the objective goal is 
to have high-quality tools for esports athletes or any media 

applications/use-cases.

It is important to have a certain minimum 
standard to guarantee a consistent experience 
among different games/titles. This objective 
entails having a guarantee of quality across 
the board, and including various data sources, 
no matter the individual granularity. The 
best-case scenario is to have reliable data, no 
matter which esports it is.

It stands to reason that having a good data 
foundation will help teams with their various 

endeavours in which data plays a key role, 
such as finding promising talents faster 
and making important decisions based on 
qualitative and high-quality quantifiable data.
Companies like Bayes Esports Solutions 
put forth the effort of creating a good base 
for data exchange in the esports industry. 
Providing data centrally and in a unified 
format helps providers distribute and 
consumers to find the right data that they can 
use, without the difficulties of integration.
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Esports needs reliable data

However, this notion is still at the beginning, 
and it will take some time to have a standard 
in place that has a high enough coverage 
among all relevant titles. Continuing to 
make steps in the right direction allows data 
consumers to develop their products more 
easily and helps products be built for a wider 
variety of games within esports.

I am very happy to see that there are now players in the market like 
Bayes that strife to ensure a high and consistent data quality exposed 
via a standardized API. For products like Shadow, this is tremendously 
helpful and the key to us to focus on our core competency rather than 

wasting valuable resources on curating data.

Martin Dachselt from Bayes and Ben Riewe from 
Shadow (in the middle) support during LoL 
Worlds 2019
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A data consumer view with focus on betting, from Pinnacle: 
Interview with Marco Blume

Pinnacle is a respected industry leader with over 20 years’ experience in online betting. In addition to 
an established reputation for always offering the best value and an unrivalled betting experience, the 
online bookmaker is also renowned for producing educational content to help empower bettors.

Marco Blume’s path into the world of sports betting stemmed from his interest in poker. After a few 
years playing poker professionally, he was introduced to Pinnacle by a friend from the Magic the 
Gathering scene (a card game built on game theory and probability).

Marco quickly moved on from simply trading sports and has spent 11 of his 13 years with Pinnacle 
as the company’s Trading Director. He is revealing why data is so important for his company, how 
Pinnacle is choosing their partners and how an onboarding process could look like.
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Marco Blume
Trading Director, Pinnacle

Marco, what does your brand stand for?

Pinnacle has over 20 years’ experience in online betting. We’re considered the 
first that had turned esports into a competitive sport. Our low margins allow us 
to offer the best odds in the industry.

What is particularly innovative in your company?
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Pinnacle is characterized by the fact that customers are not limited. We allow 
customers to be winners. Most other bookmakers would kick out customers 
who are not profitable for them.
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Which markets play the biggest role for you at 
esports? Why?

For us the most important markets are Northern Europe, the CAS regions 
and Southeast Asia. They watch and play the most esports. Betting also plays 
a big role.

How do you see the effects of Corona on esports?

Esports is the only major content bookmakers could offer during the Corona 
Pandemic. Yes, we register a greater interest. Many bookmakers are trying to 
expand their esports portfolio. Twitch numbers are up, turnover is growing. 
It’s sad to say, but esports has benefited from Corona. 

On a global level esports is still a niche. What 
needs to change to make esports mainstream?

The whole ecosystem of esports must become more professional. The top 
leagues are well organized, but the middle segment is very chaotic. 
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Why is data so important in esports?

Data is important in every sport. Esports is no exception. As bookmakers, we 
need data to show who is playing, what results are achieved, etc. 
We need non-delayed data if we want to offer our customers the best product. 
Here the esports has a lot of catching up to do compared to the traditional sport.

How do you choose your partners, what are the 
most important criteria?

As far as our data suppliers are concerned, the most important criteria are 
how much data we get (which means the volume) and how accurate the data 
is. For us, accurate means above all non-delayed. In the betting business, data 
must be fast.

You cooperate with Bayes, which launched BEDEX, the first 
independent esports data marketplace for in-game data. 
Why? What are you looking for?

From a long-term view, we are looking for data that meets our high standards.
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How do you get value out of Bayes’ official data?

We think about data in various categories. The first is simple: when does the game 
start, what is the result? But then it gets more complex: with the help of machine 
learning we create better models that make the game even more accurate. The 
goal is to offer the customer a wider set of attractive betting options.
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Can you share insights about the onboarding process?

That varies from provider to provider. Often the onboarding process takes 
between three and six weeks. The question is how well our systems fit together: 
Are the data structures compatible or do we need to initiate transformation 
processes? Roughly speaking, the steps are as follows: Integration, collection and 
storage of all available data, tests by our research team and then transformation. 
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A data consumer view with focus on media, from TOKIGAMES: 
Interview with Matthews Chang

TOKIGAMES innovates, develops, and provides white-label ‘Games’ as an ‘Audience Marketing & 
Engagement Solution’ (G.A.M.E.S.) through an experiential domain to enable esports stakeholders 
to create authentic and meaningful experiences for audiences.

Matthews Chang is founder, COO and CMO of the company. The former account manager 
who is specialized in fashion commercialization and localization is implementing strategy and 
operations at TOKIGAMES. 
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Matthews Chang 
founder, COO and CMO

TOKIGAMES

Matthews, what does your brand stand for?

We believe that spectating sports/ esports ought to be an interactive, engaging 
and empowering experience that converts the passive spectator into an active 
audience by enabling fans to participate, and to feel included and involved, in 
the epic moments during the course of a live sports/esports match.

27
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We have designed and developed the world’s first live fantasy platform for 
sports and esports where unlike traditional fantasy platforms, our users are able 
to actively participate in the live sporting event throughout the entire duration 
of the match.

In addition, we utilize fast and accurate data to reflect the actual performance 
of the players and teams in real-time within our platform as users participate in 
our contests.

This allows users to leverage on their knowledge of the players, teams and 
tactics in real time to make decisions on their gameplay within our platform.

What is particularly innovative in your company?
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What is particularly innovative in your company?

The biggest markets for esports are still the developed western countries. The 
infrastructure, interest, and most importantly funds are concentrated in these 
locations with the largest tournaments being held in these locals. That being 
said, we are seeing huge growth potential in esports developing countries in 
South East Asia and South Asia as companies look to capitalize on growing 
income levels and existing interest in gaming in these regions. As a result, we 
are seeing large tournaments and qualifiers’ being created to serve this market.

How do you see the effects of Corona on Esports?

As odd as it is to say, we believe that the COVID-19 pandemic, as terrible as it is, 
is helping the growth of esports. As more people are forced to stay indoors and 
as major sporting competitions are being suspended (or cancelled), people are 
looking to avenues for entertainment. Esports, with its ability to be played and 
broadcasted entirely online, is providing a lot of people the entertainment that 
was once provided by social gatherings and spectating traditional sports.

Through this, we are seeing huge growth in esports viewership which in turn will 
help normalize the industry. Where in the past, esports may have been viewed as 
a form of alternative entertainment, with the current crisis, esports is now being 
thrusted into the mainstream as major outlets look to find broadcast content.

If the esports industry is able to capitalize on the attention it is receiving, it will 
only accelerate growth.

Esports has been placed in the position of providing entertainment and joy in 
this chaotic and bleak time and our hope is that the industry would be able 
to further capitalize on this opportunity to take major strides in mainstream 
acceptance.
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On a global level Esports is still a niche. What needs to 
change to make esports mainstream?

We believe the definition of mainstream changes depending on who you ask. For 
the teenagers today, esports is already considered part of their mainstream media.

For the rest of us, we are seeing the movement of esports into what we consider‚
mainstream’ with more traditional networks picking up esports and virtual sports 
broadcasts.

However, as is the case with making anything mainstream, the industry will 
require increased sponsorships and increased marketing of the heroes within 
esports to further bring the esport into the mainstream. In the end, esports needs 
its Michael Jordans, Larry Birds, Babe Ruths, it’s Peles and David Beckhams to 
draw people in and the industry is already implementing efforts to support the 
development of new players in the industry and the well-being of its players as 
well as increasing support from corporate brands through sponsorships.
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Why is data so important in Esports?

Data serves as the backbone for content and ancillary product development 
around the esports industry. The data is essential for the storytelling of great 
matches and serves as another avenue for fans to more deeply engage with 
the player/team.

For esports, the need for in-game data is all the more important as it is ingrained 
within the audience as gamers. This data becomes critical for understanding 
how a player might perform as well as to find areas for improvement.

Using the data collected in esports, ancillary products and platforms are able 
to provide supporting services as well as engagement tools to add value to the 
fans consumption of esports.
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Why does your company need accurate esports data?

TOKIGAMES is on the forefront of live spectator engagement with our 
proprietary gamification platform that provides authentic and meaningful 
experiences. Live and accurate data is critical for our platform and solutions 
as it serves as it supports the calculation of user scores and for our patented 
market simulation engine. Incorrect information directly impacts not only the 
users experience but could also impact their position on the leaderboard.
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How do you choose your partners, what are the most 
important criteria?

The most important criteria for us was timely and accurate data for a wide range 
of titles and disciplines. The availability of accurate live match data is critical for 
our gamification solution.
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Variance in global 
markets5
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Esports have two main markets that need to 
be minded. Asia, in particular China, and the rest 
of the world, which includes various regions 
such as Europe, the Americas and CIS.

Different markets have different needs, trends 
and communities. China is leading in terms of 
numbers and engagement with esports.  The rest 

of the world make up decent viewership of 
various games.

Esports is a subculture of video games, and that 
needs to be understood. Video games have variance. 
There are simply too many types of games and 
too many different kinds of people to all be unified 
and treated as one sport and one community. 

The biggest difference in trends and approach to 
esports between Asia and the rest of the world is the 

question of mobile.

Across Asia, mobile gaming has been a huge 
uptrend, depending on various social factors. 
Mobile experiences are far more common 
than PC gaming. Some of that is a question of 
affordability.

The rest of the world can be typified as an 
hardcore audience which hates mobile gaming. 
Or at least, has a strong, negative opinion about 
it. This could be attributed to the age of the 
gaming audience, which are more inclined to 
PC Gaming.

Just like with traditional sports, there are 
different audiences for different games. That 
means that what is popular in the region needs 
to be researched before any engagement in the 
market happens.

Audience inclined to PC Gaming
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The value can only be determined by knowing what will generate 
the most data and profit.  Frequently, this isn’t prioritized, 

and particularly western companies are not aware of regional 
preferences in gaming and community engagement.

It makes a difference to know which video 
game connected to esports is popular, how the 
audience pursues engagement with the video 
game, for example by attending internet 
cafes or simply using their mobile phone 
and whether or not content is consumed via 
streaming.

China is the largest market for esports, and 
therefore reserves the need for research for 
companies outside of the region. China’s 
preferences and trends need to be known so 
that they can be assessed for questions as to 
what will be compelling. Just as an example,  
games such as King of Glory and PubG Mobile, 
which enjoy massive popularity in China.

In conclusion, esports scenes 
within each region are different, 
and those differences need to 
be known in detail. 

This includes knowing which 
games are popular, how they 
are played and watched, what 
the monetary situation within 
them is, which publishers and 
events are popular, and what 
the consumer response is to 
such events.
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Excursus: 
3 data trends6
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With an industry that’s predicted to exceed more than $1.5 billion in revenue next year1 , esports are 
hotter than ever before. Globally, the industry could scale to 7 Billion Dollars by 20232 . Viewership 
continues to grow as innovations and technology evolve.

Independent data marketplaces, such as BEDEX, solve the problem of very fragmented esports 
data, which is not accessible for people who want to buy it because it’s locked into exclusive 
contracts. This solution, in turn, is enabling the community and third-party operators to create a 
wide array of services, bolstering the sport. 

Martin Dachselt, Managing Director of Bayes Esports Solutions - which invented BEDEX - 
shares 3 data trends that will shape the esports market in the years ahead.

Martin Dachselt
Managing Director 

Bayes Esports Solutions

Data trend #1: Vertical expansion

At the moment, the main driver for esports 
data is the betting industry. They need 
accurate data for their predictions, calculation 
of probabilities and odds. However, this use 
case is limited and will change in the future.

The number of use cases will increase if esports 
can attract a more casual viewership. In order to 
appeal to a broader audience and encourage 
them to watch the matches, it’s important to 
give them a better understanding of what 

is happening in the match. You need to give 
them statistics, show them replays of team 
fights. Commentators should be able to share 
a deeper explanation why a match was lost or 
why a team has won.

This is not the case right now. Media use cases 
are often very limited and only displaying the 
results. Accurate, real time data will enable 
third party providers to build innovative tools 
and entertain a broader community.

 1 https://www.businessinsider.com/esports-ecosystem-market-report?r=DE&IR=T
2 https://www.slideshare.net/ActivateInc/activate-technology-media-outlook-2020-185417815

https://www.businessinsider.com/esports-ecosystem-market-report?r=DE&IR=T 
https://www.slideshare.net/ActivateInc/activate-technology-media-outlook-2020-185417815 
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The need for deep in-game data is connected 
to vertical expansion. If new users such as 
media companies want to provide advanced 
entertainment and increase the engagement 
of the users, it’s important to offer them 
dynamic information.

A lot of games are very complex. For somebody 
who has not been an esports maven before, 
it’s near impossible to understand. To give an 
example; Next to the video screen of one player 
should be a window with a neutral overview of 
the map, showing where the other players are 
located and so on.

Deep In-game data helps to understand the 
game. Ongoing explosions and fights are not 
enough for a broader audience. They need to 
understand the strategic components of what 
is happening. 

Community asks for advanced entertainment

Data trend #2: Horizontal expansion

As mentioned, the betting industry has a very 
strong position in esports. This results in a big 
run on main game titles such as Dota 2, CS:Go 
and League of Legends. But there are so many 
other great titles with a lot of players which are 
not covered.

Therefore, we need to provide data for all relevant 
game titles. Getting data from regional leagues 
is very difficult. It’s not available in an easy and 
central place. But doesn’t the sports media want 
to have access to all content such as table tennis 
or figure skating? We need the same approach 
in esports to make it attractive for the media 
and their consumers.

Data trend #3: Need of deep in-game data
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3 Tips for Data Providers on 
maximising esports data value7
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Data is what provides value in esports. If you want to understand how to maximise that value, here 
are three categories of tips for you to consider.

The first distinction that needs to be made is between Data 
Providers and Data Consumers.

Both parties have a vested interest in maximising 
the potential of esports data. The methods may 
be similar in points, but of course, both parties 
have different avenues of maximising the value 
of esports data value.

The most important tip for Data Providers is to 
understand the nature of their data and the 

need to pre-exists for it. Undelayed, high quality 
data, rich in features and depth is the premium 
standard of the industry. However, it is not the 
only type of data, and the potential customers 
for it can be refined and differentiated from 
customers who may have a very different need 
for data and can potentially be satisfied with a 
lesser standard of data.

The best approach for a Data Provider is to put themselves into 
the position of the Data Consumers, in order to understand the 

differences in their needs and their use of data,
says Ben Steenhusen, Data Scientist at Bayes Esports Solutions

A vivid example would be to consider an odds 
provider and a media company. The odds 
provider requires undelayed, accurate data with 
as much depth as possible, such as positional 
data, in order to provide their product and 
customers with a high-quality experience. Odds 
providers have a standing need for premium 
data, which they may wish to purchase 
exclusively in order to gain an advantage over 
their competition.

A media company will have a different need for 
data. They may be interested in data in order 
to build visualizations, or to create statistics in 
order to enrich their product and the experience 
for their customers.

The baseline here is to understand that different 
consumers have different needs, and the data 
supply needs to be tailored accordingly. 
Understanding the use case is fundamental.
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The second tip for a Data Provider would be; to understand that 
not all data is the same. 
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Certain properties of data make it more expensive or cheaper for purchase. 

THE PROPERTIES OF DATA

Delay
less delayed data is more valuable

Richness 
the depth of information contained in the data

Accuracy
the correctness of the data

Reliability
the trustworthiness of the data source

Each of these properties affects the value of the
data itself, and that is key to understanding what 
the differences are.

Of course, there is also a distinction between the 
types of data itself.

Positional data, mentioned in the previous 
example, offers very little in terms of analytics, but 
can satisfy a media company’s product which 
may be focused on it. 

Historical data, also mentioned in the previous 
example, can do more than enrich and create 
statistics, it can also be used to feed products that 
may be focused on learning from it and help 

customers improve their skills within the game.

Live data is the key for consumers that rely on the
timeliness of their data. It is the second by 
second update of what is happening within an 
esports match, and which way the probability 
of winning is leaning. This data needs to be 
accurate and fast, but it may not actually be 
of interest for data consumers that don’t focus 
their product on providing esports results or odds.

The format of the data also affects its value. 
This doesn’t necessarily mean the format of 
the actual data itself, but rather, where it came 
from, what it pertains to, and how it is packaged 
to be sold.
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Esports data prices and demand depend highly
on the size of the tournament they are taken 
from. A premium event produces data that will 
have a high demand, and in every standard of 
quality. 

The appropriate package for selling data is 
something that needs to be considered as a
three-dimensional model. The three points 
are data granularity, data quality and delay. 

The variations in each of these points create 
various data package models, and each of them 
may be appropriate quality to the appropriate 
consumer who has a need for them.

The premium package of data is undelayed, live, 
precise and complete data, but again, this may 
not be what a customer needs, so there should 
be options to tailor the data package and price 
to the needs of the consumer.
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Key learnings

It is important for Data Consumers to have a clear understanding of what their 
own needs are. There is no need to pay for premium, expensive data, if only a 
small part of it actually matters for their own product.

A data seller does not only have the option of premium and cheap data; 
there should be room to tailor the package to the consumer’s needs. 
Once a seller has the data, it should be a matter of practice to provide the 
precise need of the consumer.

This, of course, demands that the Data Consumer fully understands the quality 
of data they require and how much it is worth.

The third and last tip for Data Providers concerns; 
the distribution of their data. 

There is a need for the understanding of tailoring 
packages to consumer needs, and for creating 
a series of packages, or products, that may meet
the consumer need. Or at least offer some clarity
to the consumer so they can decide which product 
will meet the need of their own product.

A differentiated grade of data can still cover 
the pre-existing practices for selling data, but 
it needs to be available and sellers need to be 
aware of how that alone could improve the 
prof it they gain from their data.

Offering undelayed, exclusive data may only 
find one consumer customer, but also offering 
cheaper, delayed data could attract multiple 
consumer customers for no real additional effort 
from the seller’s side.

A seller may sell their premium to one customer, 
their 30 second delayed data to three customers, 
and their 1 Minute delay data to thirty customers.
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By offering a series of products, the seller reduces 
the barriers for entry for a lot of consumers. 
Some data buyers may not be obtaining the 
data on their own behalf, and therefore could be 
looking for properties other than the high quality 
of the data. Some data buyers may be put off 
of a purchase by the complex work involved in 
getting data from the provider to the consumer’s 

product, for example through time-consuming 
integrations and authentications. 

An agile ecosystem should be the goal within 
the esports data industry, in which consumer 
demands are met by provider packages and the 
methods are simplified by unifying the access 
and format of the data itself.
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